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Imagine What We Could Do With This

Fiction is all about making things up; monsters under the bed; spaceships 
that travel to far off stars and moons; love at first sight. 
It’s important to use the imagination. Some people will try to teach 

it out of you, but you can resist with a healthy dose of daydreaming and 
make-believe. The imagination helps us to dream big, beautiful dreams, like 
having our own homes and a job with a contract. 

Stanzas, we think, feel, and hope, lends itself well to the imagination. We 
try to come up with interesting themes to tickle the mind, gather as many 
like-minded individuals as we can into the Hook & Ladder each month, and 
let ye hash out ye’re minds. Some people come to stanzas because they love 
artsy nonsense; some because they are super into poetry; some because their 
friend told them the coffee was good; some because they have nowhere else 
to go. 

The imagination is a weapon. We use it to beat back monotony – but be 
careful. If you don’t keep an eye on it, one day you may find that imagination 
turns back in on itself and begins to attack you. Delusions feed psychosis, 
reality becomes separated, abstractions become concrete.

Imagination (n)\ɪˌmadʒɪˈneɪʃ(ə)n\ 

the faculty or action of forming new ideas, or images 
or concepts of external objects not present to the senses.
 from the Latin imaginatio - an image.

When everything isn’t as it seems, and what seems isn’t, is – that’s when 
you need stanzas the most. Interestingly, it’s also when we need you the 
most. See, the thing about art is it also needs an audience. You can’t just sit 
at home writing poems, drawing awesome externalities of your internalities, 
and not show the damned stuff to anyone. You have to put it out there. At 
times, you have to let it go.

Stanzas is a place where you can do that. Bring your madness to the mic, 
shout it out into the world, and walk away. Let your imagination settle back 
down to baseline. Allow new ideas to filter in. Let go of old knots. 



Every artist is different, as every art piece is different, and there’s a lot to 
be said for holing yourself up in a room and doing nothing but write. But, 
when you’re ready to share that writing, come find us. Come find
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I Fear My Poems • Matthew Moynihan

for I know one day
the commodity of words
will run out,

the weight of my breath will cave in
and the sight of those syllables,
etched in thought and page
will fade away to nothing.

I write with a fervour,
lust for ink and new creations,
born for the power of imagination

~

a last gasp before the tempting collapse
of my dark ceiling.







Retreat • Kevin Hussey

Laid out upon the ground,
a retreat into the skeleton,
skin was as if it were a cloak,
muscles, nerves, organs forgotten.

A lightness; never felt before, now
weight shod, sitting up straight,
pelvis digging into the floor below,
cranium was bare, a looser jaw.

Empty sockets looked at fingers,
those long, long, long fingers...
Thin arms clacked on a cage of ribs,
hands grasped spinal vertebrae.

The body returned upon the fall:
eagle-spread, there on the floor.



Blackbird • Kevin Hussey

The blackbird hops along
     tick tock, tick tock
Wary for the dangers,
it hops along and spies
a worm. A worm for it to eat.
     tick tock, tick tock
It notices a presence,
shivers ruffling its feathers.
Head cocked, it listens,
and hears but other birds.
     tick tock, tick, tock
it doesn’t know the poet
watches every move
as it bobs up to the drainpipe
or drowns itself in dew.
Time marches on this stage
     tick tock, tick tock



Art Is a Waste of Time, and Space, and Money • Shane Vaughan
 first published in The Limerick Magazine

What’s the difference between an Artist and a Bench?
 A Bench can support a family.
Har har. Funny isn’t it? Artists are poor. What a laugh. Look at the poor 

people trying to Say Something, aren’t they a funny type? Why don’t they 
get Proper Jobs and Contribute To Society? Come to think of it, who needs 
art, really? Isn’t it just a waste of time, and space, and money? And sure if 
there’s no need for art, then there’s really no need for all these artists.

Let’s start by dismantling the theatre spaces, the wood’ll be good for 
building sheds the men can use to hide ropes in. Theatres are great because 
they come with electricians and techie people who’ll be useful in building 
houses no on can afford. We’ll strip out all the lights, too, maybe point them 
at the council and see if anyone’s home. 

Next we’ll tear down the galleries, what a waste they are, sure no one 
understands what’s going on in there, and besides my four year old could 
paint better than that. We’ll keep the café though, they’ve lovely buns.

After that we’ll get a team together to clear off the graffiti, and the murals, 
and we’ll bag all the photos and pictures we can find. We’ll leave the frames 
as a reminder of what a waste of space it all was. 

We’ll work on the castle, then, that’s a big job. An eyesore, really, 
completely out of touch with modern times. We’ll get volunteers of artists 
in to each take a stone and throw it in the river. Sure artists love to volunteer 
for things. They hate getting paid, actually. It’ll be good for them. Once 
the castle is gone we’ll have a fine big space to do nothing with, it’ll be very 
refreshing.

I’d say we’ll have a bit of trouble with the pubs, what with drinking to 
oblivion a national pastime and people feeling fierce odd with a pint in their 
hand and divil the bit of music to be heard. They start hearing the headstuff, 
then. But we’ll convince them. Music is no good for anyone. Waste of time. 
Waste of space. Waste of money.

All the World won’t be a stage then, by Jove, and it’ll only be the poets 
we’ve to deal with. They’re hard to catch cos they don’t need anything but 
a mouth for speaking. We’ll arm ourselves with needle and thread and set 
about fixing their mouths so the giving-out and the bollocking will come 



to an end. 
It’ll be quiet then. Serene. No, not serene, that’s an artsy word. Just quiet. 

Safe. Nothing to worry about. No more frivolous waste. It’ll look after itself 
after that. The interior designers, the architects, the comedians, they’ll stop 
altogether. There’ll be no fight in them. No audience. Just beautiful, blissful 
fuckall.

Tell you what, though, we’ll keep the facilitators and the administrators 
and the social media folks. Job’s a job after all and you won’t catch me paying 
for a rise in d’unemployment.  We’ll make them work for it though, slash 
their budgets and create a new round of funding. We’ll call it Making Great 
Artist Work. Give it a fancy title like that, they’ll lap it up. Give it a long 
shelf life, too, fifteen or twenty years ahead, that should do it. They’ll be 
slogging at it for years before they realise it’s a con. 

And all the while we’ll pocket the savings. Cash in on new opportunities 
for the strong minded. What with all the silence we’ll need someone to 
come in and make a bit of noise. You never know, it could be you. It’ll be 
fabulous altogether. 

Oh here, last thing, we’ll have to change the national symbol. It’s a harp. 
That’s no good for us. We’ll have to pick something more… appropriate. 
Something harmless until you think about it too long. What about “An 
Idea”? That’d be a fine symbol. No, I’ve no idea how to do it meself. Put an 
add in the paper, there. 

Help Wanted: 
Artist to Create Abstract Thought as Physical Construct.
Unpaid. 



When Ink Flows • Matthew Moynihan

Ink flows when
 treacherous skies
 approach my borders.

Ink flows when
 curtains are drawn
 and soundscapes slit.

Ink flows when
 the weight of the bottle
 imprints on my mind’s eye.

Ink flows when
 the man in the glass
 comes knocking on my door.

Ink flows when
 the pain becomes 
 too great.

Ink flows when 
 the critic in the mirror
 goes to bed. 
Ink flows when
 every milligram courses 
 through my bloodstream.

Ink flows when 
 my life is on 
 the brink. 

I think I need a new pen 
 
~



because 

Ink should flow when 
 I am calm 
 and collected.

Ink should flow when 
 my eye has 
 left the storm behind.

Ink should flow when
 air ploughs through
 my unchained lungs.
Ink should flow when
 I recall how lucky I am
 to be alive.

Ink should flow when
 I am conscious of the 
 weight of my breathe 
 and the power of the 
 present moment.

Ink should flow when
 I can see the ‘zoo of the new’.

And so I let the ink pulse through me
As if it were nature's existential arrhythmia. 







Horoscopes • Brooklyn Bond





Micro-fiction • Tommy Collins

The widely-respected, well-established name
smiles and waves, basking in the polite applause
of a most appreciative audience
and then vacates the stage, 
and the next one up begins to panic 
wondering how he’s meant to follow that.
He’s suddenly insignificant, insufficient,
immature despite his years,
still seeking something 
that would set him apart,

fashioning some sense of identity,
fabricating a performer’s persona,
picking some particular sign,
something peculiar, emblematic,
something to act as a surrogate muse,
something other than his eyes
upon which a watching crowd could focus,
the locus of his secret powers,
something he could hide behind
when he stands up to stumble over lines
or to subject these people to forced rhymes
from the spot-lights around the open mic,

some quirk to augment the over-all effect,
an illusion, some charm... Tada! Some magic
to add texture to his images,
to add colour to his personality,
perhaps a beret or a cocked hat, badges or pins,
a suit or some obnoxious sunglasses, some guise
among the generations of iconic bow-ties

that would make him feel at home on those nights when
his name is called among those of master-craftsmen.



copyright

The contents of this book belong to the authors 
and artists. No portion of this book is to be 
copied or resold without the permission(s) of the 
author(s) and artist(s).

The Stanzas logo or any part thereof cannot be 
used without the permission of Stanzas.

For more see:

facebook.com/StanzasLCK
instagram.com/StanzasWords
twitter.com/StanzasLCK
www.stanzas.ie



this chapbook is dedicated 
to all the people

who ever had an idea
and managed to catch it


